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OxBlue Corporation Announces the OxBlue Foundation 
 
Jan. 8, 2020 (ATLANTA, Ga.) - OxBlue Corporation, an Atlanta-based technology 
company and the leader in professional construction camera services, is proud to 
announce the formation of the OxBlue Foundation, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, 
all-volunteer charity focused on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics)-related educational initiatives to benefit the lives of others. 
 
The OxBlue Foundation’s ultimate goal is to ensure that anyone, regardless of 
gender, age, race or financial circumstances, has the opportunity to explore the field. 
It’s for this reason that the foundation funds activities and events, STEM-related field 
trips for local schools, continuing education for adults, scholarships and more. These 
events, activities, and education focus on building diversity and giving access to 
those who may otherwise not have the opportunity. 
 
“In business, we have always had a strong commitment to serving our clients,” 
Chandler McCormack, CEO of OxBlue Corporation. “Through the OxBlue Foundation, 
we carry that commitment over to enhancing the lives of others.” 
 
Initial funding for the OxBlue Foundation was a donation of $300,000 from OxBlue 
Corporation. Going forward, continued sustainable funding is derived from OxBlue 
Corporation, employee matching grants, and external community partnerships with 
like-minded individuals and organizations. 
 
To learn more about OxBlue Corporation, visit oxblue.com. To learn more about the 
OxBlue Foundation, visit oxblue.org. 
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About OxBlue Corporation 
OxBlue Corporation is a leading professional construction camera service provider, 
serving clients globally since 2001. OxBlue’s high-resolution images, high-definition 
time-lapse videos, and intuitive technologies connect everyone to the job site, as well 
as make it easy to monitor, document, and market your project. OxBlue emphasizes 
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client services and continuous improvement, as well as holds multiple awards for 
technology, innovation, and workplace culture. 
 
About OxBlue Foundation 
The OxBlue Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, all-volunteer charity focused on STEM 
(science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)-related educational initiatives 
to benefit the lives of others. Our mission is to provide STEM-related donations, 
scholarships, and opportunities with an emphasis on diversity.  
 
 


